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Abstract

While Ignatian pedagogy is distinctive in Jesuit education, scholarly attention to its applications is scanty. This article demonstrates the relevance of the Ignatian Pedagogical Paradigm (IPP) to compassion cultivation by showing how it integrates into a Buddhist-inspired contemplation program, Cognitively-Based Compassion Training® (CBCT®). Using a case study of a CBCT® course at a Jesuit University aimed at developing students’ “whole person” and ethical discernment, this research analyzes how CBCT® works with the IPP’s five elements: context, experience, reflection, action, and evaluation. This study evaluates changes in participant emotional well-being and ethical concerns by employing psychological measurements such as the Compassionate Love for Humanity Scale. The discussion concludes by elucidating how I have adapted this integrative pedagogical method to teach an undergraduate credited course, Buddhist Meditation and Practice. Broadly, this study contributes to a larger conversation about how educators can create an environment that supports both cognitive and affective learning.
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Introduction

Mainly derived from Ignatius of Loyola’s (1491–1556) Spiritual Exercises, the Ignatian Pedagogical Paradigm (IPP), developed by the International Commission on the Apostolate of Jesuit Education (ICAJE), defines Jesuit education.¹ In addition to fostering academic excellence, the IPP attempts to form students as “persons of competence, conscience, and compassion” (ICAJE 1993, 249).² A course which aims to cultivate students’ compassionate character therefore fulfills this educational goal. To create such a course, which also tied to my research agenda

---

¹ I am grateful for the funding from the Office of the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, and from the Center for Teaching and Advising at my institution to support my teaching project on Cognitively-Based Compassion Training®.
² For a succinct investigation of the IPP’s relationship with the Spiritual Exercises, see DeFeo (2009, 46–53).
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on Tibetan Buddhist lojong (Tibetan blo sbyong, or “mind-training,”) teaching (Chien 2016), I led Cognitively-Based Compassion Training® (CBCT®) in the spring of 2018 at my institution as a ten-week, noncredit course. Surprisingly, I found that CBCT’s learning model aligned with the IPP. This article analyzes how I bridged the pedagogical approaches from the IPP and CBCT to create a whole person (cura personalis) learning environment for ethical character formation. I will discuss the outcome of my course goals and conclude by elucidating how I have adapted this integrative method to teach my undergraduate credited Buddhist Meditation and Practice course. Broadly, this study contributes to a larger conversation about how educators create an effective learning environment by familiarizing themselves with specific pedagogical approaches (Gin and Hearn 2019).

Background and Purpose

My course aimed to widen participants’ ethical concerns through CBCT’s six contemplation modules, in which students trained skills in attention stability, self-compassion, impartiality, gratitude, and engaged compassion. I conducted this project to support both the university’s mission to cultivate compassionate leaders and the Jesuit educational goal of caring for the whole person. In cooperation with my colleagues, I recruited students from my Buddhism course and from other departments. The students enrolled had various majors and most of them were juniors and seniors. Eighteen students (eleven females and seven males) completed the class, attending an average of eight out of ten ninety-minute classes.

CBCT’s emphasis on character formation parallels the IPP’s concept of developing students through “a way of proceeding” that includes five elements: context, experience, reflection, action, and evaluation. First, teachers adapt their methods to individual students’ contexts. Then, teachers adopt strategies to encourage learning experiences that include both cognitive and affective domains. Third, students reflect on the new insights their experiences created. Fourth, these insights ideally inspire them to take action, which can be a change in perspective or a concrete activity. Throughout these four elements, teachers evaluate the progression in their students. The IPP can be applied to any discipline that endeavors to promote academic excellence (Nowacek and Mountin 2012) or to emphasize character development. The following analysis shows how I integrated the IPP with my CBCT teaching.

Bridging the IPP and CBCT

My teaching project attempted to enact CBCT’s three levels of learning. I addressed the first level of intellectual understanding through presentations of CBCT tenets and scientific research on CBCT. I led meditation practice to foster the second level, intuitive realization. Ideally, the students would then attain the third level, embodying a compassionate character. CBCT’s three-step heuristic strategy endeavors to shift participants’ habitual pathways of thinking and prepare them for behavioral changes. This goal correlates with ICAJE’s claim that the IPP’s learning model focuses on transforming students’ habitual thought patterns (1993, 245). Outside of class meetings, the students followed my weekly meditation audio recording, kept a meditation log, and posted comments in our Facebook group. Their records document that they practiced CBCT® 3.2 times per week, averaging a total 7.63 hours of meditation time, which is 53 percent of the instructed amount.

The first IPP element, context, advises educators to adapt their teaching to students’ own life situations and larger environment (ICAJE 1993, 380–382). To apply this principle, I paid attention to potential triggers. For example, those who have survived traumatic experiences may find focusing on breathing disturbing. To avoid this potential problem, I gave my students options, such as counting numbers in their mind or keeping their eyes open and trained on an object. Being

---

3 CBCT® is a contemplation program inspired by lojong practice and is led by Emory University’s Center for Contemplative Science and Compassion-Based Ethics (CCSCBE), see Emory University (2020 a). CBCT® was created by Dr. Lobsang Negi, a leading figure at the former Emory-Tibet Partnership. The 14th Dalai Lama inaugurated the Emory-Tibet Partnership in 1998. It was later merged with CCSCBE. For more information, see Emory University (2020 b).

4 CBCT®’s sequential contemplation includes a foundation practice and six modules. The foundation trains participants to recall an experience during which they felt supported and cared for. Modules I and II aim to help participants cultivate mental stability with a focus on breathing and non-judgmental observation of their feelings and thoughts. From Modules III to VI, practitioners learn analytical meditation to reflect on concepts related to self-compassion, common humanity, gratitude, and compassion. For more information, see Negi (2017).

5 For the relevant research on CBCT® in psychology and neuroscience, see the bibliography.
aware of potential sensitivities is always important for educators; it is crucial in a meditation course because students may experience both positive and negative emotions. I also guided students to be aware of their own contexts. I coached them to investigate how their habits hindered the execution of their plans to practice meditation.

The second IPP element, experience, encourages experiential learning to engage the equally important affective and intellectual domains (ICAJE 1993, 383–386; DeFeo 2009, 57). Similarly, CBCT® embeds the cognitive and emotional dimensions through contemplation experience. For instance, CBCT® claims that the degree of compassion we feel when witnessing the suffering of others correlates with how endearing those others are to us (Negi 2017, 24). Because we more easily identify those whom we appreciate, Module V attempts to elicit gratitude in practitioners. Informed by the IPP’S principle of experience, I designed a drawing activity to help students recognize the interconnected factors that contribute to their life. I then led a Module V contemplation practice that fostered students’ reflection on how their well-being depends on others. The activity and contemplation attempted to stimulate a direct experience of gratitude in students to enhance their affection toward people whom they would generally not consider. A year after our course, one student shared with me that they had developed the feeling of social warmth and a sense of responsibility toward the people they interacted with. These experiences were not based on a single practice session, but on cognitive changes from a ten-week cultivation period. This shows how both the IPP and CBCT® support experiential learning to synthesize intellect and emotion for character formation.

IPP’S third element, reflection, instructs students how to examine their learning experiences for insights that will lead to action (ICAJE 1993, 386). CBCT®’s second level of learning, analytical meditation, supports the IPP’S element of reflection through participants’ reconsideration of their relationships. For example, because one generally feels compassionate toward those who are close to oneself, Module IV’S practice tries to diminish the demarcation among friends, strangers, and adversaries. Participants meditate on how all people share humanity’s common desire for well-being. While it was not easy, students gradually began to see the situations from the different perspective of their “adversaries.” A student posted in our Facebook group:

> Sometimes it’s challenging to empathize with those people in our adversary category, but I’ve realized it does neither them nor I any good to dwell on the little things that cause this feeling but rather focus on the underlying fact that we both are in pursuit of happiness.

This comment demonstrates that CBCT® was effective for this student and exemplifies the IPP’S reflection goal. Furthermore, the IPP’S reflection element challenges teachers not to impose values, such as altruism. Therefore, I formulated questions that would deepen students’ understanding and made my guided meditation invitational. This integrated pedagogical method attempted to motivate students to achieve the next IPP element, action.

Action has two aspects: Inward action refers to interior choices, such as changing a perspective; Outward action results when that new attitude is manifested (ICAJE 1993, 389–390). CBCT® offers the IPP a systematic method for approaching both. For example, Module III aims to generate a “determination to emerge” in which practitioners decide to move beyond misleading and self-blaming thought patterns (Negi, 2017, 20). The following student’s response indicates a shifting perspective, which can be seen as the IPP’S “inward action.”

> Through the practice of compassion towards ourselves we can break out of old thinking patterns . . . I will try to stop myself from falling into the trap of self criticism [sic] and negative thinking . . .

CBCT®’s final goal is to help practitioners embody a compassionate mindset beyond their personal concerns. The actions they may take based on this cultivated mentality parallel the IPP’S area of “outward action.” For instance, Module VI directs

---

6 For discussion on the potential pitfalls of meditation, see Compson, (2016). Brown University (2020) has training workshops about creating a safe environment for teaching meditation.

7 I asked my students to picture only “adversaries” they personally knew and for whom they felt only minor negative emotions. Stronger negative emotions could have been too intense at this early stage.
participants to acknowledge others’ pain and cultivate an urge to help the vulnerable. To make this practice relevant to their personal contexts, I integrated students’ stated concerns for the indigent, immigrants, refugees, animals, and so forth, into our guided contemplation practice.

Both CBCT® and Jesuit education strive to cultivate this compassion. However, detecting students’ moral growth is often challenging through regular academic assessments. Thus, ICAJE suggests that teachers use methods like journaling, self-evaluation, and voluntary service to measure their students’ progress (1993, 390–391). Aligning with the IPP element of evaluation, my CBCT® course used various strategies to measure students’ whole-person development. First, I either had one-on-one or group discussions about issues that students encountered during their practice. Second, the students’ Facebook comments allowed me to investigate to what extent students’ perspectives had shifted based on their intellectual understanding and meditation practice. Third, I designed class activities to promote students’ self-evaluation. For example, through “mindful listening,” students practiced concentrating nonjudgmentally on their partner’s concerns and summarizing what they heard. To evaluate my students’ overall changes in ethical concerns and emotional health, I used three self-evaluated measurements, which students completed both before and after the course: the Compassionate Love for Humanity Scale (Sprecher and Fehr 2005), the UCLA Loneliness Scale (Russell, Peplau, and Cutrona 1980), and the Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale (Lovibond and Lovibond 1995).8 While there were some limitations for this pilot study, the results show positive correlations between my students’ CBCT® experience and their increase in compassion levels and emotional well-being.9 As ways to examine amorphous learning outcomes, like spiritual growth, are scarce (Lovette-Colyer 2014), my use of these scales gives educators some additional methods to actualize the IPP’s evaluation element.

Conclusion

This study indicates that incorporating contemplative practice inspired by Buddhism into the IPP supports the Jesuit educational goal of caring for an individual’s whole-person development and compassionate character formation. My students’ course evaluations also demonstrate the effectiveness of this integration. They felt it improved their emotional well-being and empathy for others, and in the words of one student: “This class has truly helped me to become a happier and more compassionate person.”

Based on this teaching project, I created the credited undergraduate course Buddhist Meditation and Practice, for which I adopted both the IPP and some aspects of CBCT®. For example, in an essay, students needed to reflect on how their one-week mindful breathing practice differed from the practice described in Anapannasati Sutta (On the Full Awareness of Breathing), and on which concepts in neuroscientist Wendy Hasenkamp’s (2013) “How to Focus a Wandering Mind” resonated with their personal contexts. Such an integration of pedagogical methods supports students’ ability to synthesize their experiences with the readings so as to reach the higher level of cognitive work of constructing their own knowledge.10 While I have applied this combination in a Buddhist meditation class, it would be equally possible to connect the IPP with the principles of contemplation practice in other disciplines, such as in a Western religion class, a biology class, a class with a service component, a course on ethics, and so forth. This bridging will ideally encourage educators to further enhance students’ learning by paying attention to their contexts, inspiring their affective experiences, deepening their understanding of subjects through reflection, and inducing their inner transformation through inspiring action or a shift of perspectives. Furthermore, including contemplation exercises with the IPP fits into the emerging discipline of contemplative studies (Komjathy 2018).11 More educators are integrating contemplation practices, such as mindfulness, into higher education (for example see, Barbezat and Bush 2014; Roth 2014; McGuire 2019).12 A further dialogue between Ignatian and contemplative pedagogies can be fruitful because the IPP and contemplative learning value students’ development (for example, see Grace 2011, 116).

8 For those measurements, I conducted a paired samples two-tailed t-test. 9 These self-evaluations were only used as a reference for my teaching. The Institutional Review Board considered such usage and my CBCT® course to be a “quality improvement project.” The results are restricted to my students and will not be necessarily applicable to other CBCT® practitioners. 10 To address the level of cognitive work, I borrowed the concept of six-order thinking skills listed in the ThinkWell-LearnWell Diagram (Learnwell Projects, 2020). 11 I acknowledge that teaching at a private university allowed me to lead my CBCT® teaching project and to include contemplation practice in my Buddhist Meditation and Practice course. It is more challenging to have such application in public universities (see Brown 2010). 12 Also, an increase of the applications of contemplation techniques across disciplines is demonstrated by eager participation in the annual summer workshop organized by the Association for Contemplative Mind in Higher Education at Smith College (personal participation in 2019).
In conclusion, my incorporation of contemplative practice inspired by Buddhism into the IPP created a collaborative classroom that emphasized experiences in both the cognitive and affective dimensions, fostering ethical character formation as a result. Because achieving holistic growth is complex, educators would be well-served to merge multiple pedagogies. The IPP is an ideal candidate for teachers merging pedagogies. This study suggests that educators across disciplines can employ similar methods to my approach to build a rigorous, well-rounded learning environment.
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